INTERIM SUSPENSION CONDUCT PROCESS TIMELINE
Michigan State University - Dean of Students Office

INFORMAL MEETING WITH DOSO PERSONNEL

1. COMPLAINT SUBMITTED
   - Complaint submitted to DOSO by MSU community member

2. NOTIFICATION OF MEETING
   - Notification sent to respondent's MSU email. Respondent has 24 hours to contact DOSO and schedule meeting

3. (PART 1) INTERIM SUSPENSION
   - Reference Page 2 for Interim Suspension flowchart

4. (PART 2) CONDUCT MEETING
   - Reference Page 3 for remaining conduct meeting flowchart

5. CONDUCT PROCESS CONTINUES
   - Conduct process continues regardless of interim suspension decision

6. DECISION & OPTIONAL APPEAL
   - Following a resolution, Interim Suspension decision yields to outcome of conduct process. All parties can submit an appeal
MEETING PART 1 - INTERIM SUSPENSION CONDUCT PROCESS
Michigan State University - Dean of Students Office

Discussion whether respondent’s continued presence is a "clear or present danger."

Suspended students precluded from registration, class attendance or participation (including virtual classrooms), and using or visiting University facilities. Failure to abide by these restrictions may result arrest and/or further disciplinary action, up to permanent dismissal from the University.

Students on “interim suspension” may petition for reinstatement (refer to letter for details).

Part 1: Meeting with DOSO Personnel

Interim Suspension Implemented

Petition Granted

Petition NOT Granted

Interim Suspension NOT Implemented

Petition (Optional)

Student Conduct Process continues See Conduct Meeting Flowchart
Part 2: Meeting with DOSO Personnel

 Respondent ACCEPTS responsibility for all violations

 Respondent selects administrator for sanctioning

 Respondent selects board for sanctioning

 Respondent selects hearing before an administrator

 Respondent selects hearing before a board

 Respondent or Complainant may appeal